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The problem of implementing mutual exclusion of N asynchronous parallel processes in a 
model where the primitive communication mechanism is a test-and-set operation on a shared 
variable has been the subject of extensive research. While a two-valued variable suffices to 
insure mutual exclusion, it is shown in (Burns, et al., J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 9 (1982)) that 
N/2 values are necessary to avoid lockout of any process, and N + 1 values are required to 
ensure bounded waiting time. We introduce the idea of employing randomization in the 
mutual exclusion protocol and achieve a mutual exclusion, and with probability 1 lockout-free 
and bounded-waiting, solution using just a 4 1 log, N-valued shared variable. The protocol is 
extremely simple, easy to implement, and avoids certain undesirable features present in some 
of the other solutions. The protocols of the processes are identical and this symmetry is 
preserved throughout the computation. In particular, unlike (Burns, et al., J. Assoc. Comput. 
Mach. 9 (1982); Cremers and Hibbard, “Mutual Exclusion of N Processors using O(N)- 
Valued Message Variable,” Extended Abstract, University of Southern California, 1977), no 
single process ever becomes, even temporarily, controller of the computation, which would 
make everything depend on it. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC NOTIONS 
A set of N asynchronous processes PI,..., Ply, run in parallel, where each process 
enters from time to time into a “critical section” which involves, say, the use of a 
common resource. Thus no two processes should ever be simultaneously in their 
critical section. This is the mutual exclusion requirement. 
Each Pi passes cyclicly during the course of its computation through a trying 
region Ti, when it attempts to enter the critical section, a critical region, Ci, and exit 
region Ei when it leaves the critical section, and a remainder region Ri in which Pi 
computes in a manner disassociated from all the other processes. In the course of the 
computation of Pi it will go through R, T, C, E, R, T, C, E ,.... We allow the 
possibility that a process Pi will remain indefinitely in its remainder region Ri, i.e., 
either not enter the synchronization process, or bow out of it altogether as far as the 
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other Pj are concerned. But we do not allow Pi to quit while in any of the Ti, Ci. Ei. 
regions. 
The critical section problem consists of formulating protocols PTi and PEi for the 
trying region Ti and exit region Ei, so as to insure mutual exclusion and additional 
desirable properties involving fair distribution of access to the critical section. 
Let us refer to the totality of trying and exit protocols of all the Pi, in a particular 
solution of the critical section problem, as the synchronization protocol. Since we are 
not interested in the calculations by the Pi while in Ci or Ri, we shall use the term 
“computation” to denote the sequence of steps under the synchronization protocol. 
Mutual exclusion is effected by use of a shared variable t’ which each Pi can test- 
and-set in one indivisible step. By test-and-set c’ we mean, in one step, fetching the 
current value of t’ and storing a possibly new value. 
Each execution of an individual protocol PTi or REi involves exactly one test and 
set operation on u. The processes use busy waiting to access t’. Currently such a 
policy is used only when the trying processes and the process in the critical section 
are executing on different processors; this remark applies to [ 1, 21 as well. 
The order S=i,i, .+. in which the processes access u is called a schedule or 
sometimes a live sequence. Thus for S = i, i, . . ., Pi, is the first process to test and set 
~3, Pi, is the second process to do so, etc. If i, = i then we say that Pi is actbe at time 
With ordinary synchronization protocols, the total course of the computation is 
completely determined by S. Our protocol involves randomization and the same S 
may lead, for different results of the “coin tosses” by the Pi, to different sequences of 
entries into trying regions and critical regions by the processes. We therefore 
introduce a more refined concept of schedule which makes the next process Pi to 
access the shared variable c’, a function of the prior run of the computation. 
DEFINITION 1. A finite or infinite sequence c1 = i,X, ... i,,,X,,, .... where 
1 < i, < N, X, E {T, TC, E, ER }, is called a run. 
In this notation, X, = T means that Pi, accessed L’ while in its trying region 71,; 
X, = TC means Pi, accessed u in its trying region and was able to enter its critical 
region; X, = E means that Pi, accessed v while in its exit region; X, = ER means that 
Pi, accessed u while in its exit region and passed into its Ri, region. 
Remark. We assume, without loss of generality, that a process does not access L 
while in Ri or Ci. Thus there is no need for symbols such as RT or CE in the above 
definition. 
The exit protocol in our solution is very simple, the process resets a semaphore and 
enters Ri. Thus we could do in Definition 1 with just the set ( T, TC, ER}. We use the 
more general formulation to serve as a framework for further studies and to allow 
discussion of protocols such as those in [ 1,2], where a process may stay for a long 
time in its exit region while it serves as temporary controller. In fact. our trivial. fast. 
exit protocol is one of the benefits of the randomizing approach. 
Denote by FRCJN the set of all finite runs, 
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DEFINITION 2. A schedule S is a mapping S: FRUN-, {I,..., NJ. An infinite run 
a=i, X,i, .-. i,X, ..., is compatible with S if for every m, S(i,X, ... i,X,) = i,, , . 
The schedule S is proper if for every infinite run a compatible with S and every 
1 < i <N, if m is such that i = i, is the last occurrence of i in a (such an m need not 
exist) then X, = ER. 
A schedule S selects the next Pi to test and set U, on the basis of the past run of the 
computation. A proper schedule is one that does not allow any process to remain 
indefinitely in its trying, critical, or exit regions. 
In Definition 2 we have chosen a compromise between the notion of schedule 
appearing in [ 11, where the process Pi which will access u at time t is a function of 
just the sequence i,i, --. i,-, of the processes previously active, and a notion of 
schedule in which the next process to access v is determined by the sequence of all 
past and present states of all variables in the system. Namely, we do consider the 
regions in which the various processes were during their moments of access to v, but 
disregard the internal states. Thus we go to the level of the outward global behavior 
of the system to determine the next process to access v. The question as to what 
further refinement in the notion of schedule will still permit our method to work, will 
be discussed later. 
In the context of our study we do not say how the schedule arises, or whether there 
is a mechanism that imposes it. It may be that a particular schedule arises from the 
relative speeds of the processes Pi and from the jobs they want to perform which, in 
turn, dictate the durations of their stays in Ri and Ci. In this case each Pi decides, 
based on its past computation in Ri and Ci, when it next wants to examine v, and 
how the Pi interlace in S is then determined by their relative speeds. Or else, we 
could have an adversary scheduler who tries to bring about a deadlock or a lockout 
of some process Pi. A special case of this evil scheduler is that some processes try to 
cooperate in locking out another process. Our protocol is sufftciently robust to have 
the desired properties of fairness for every proper schedule S. 
We have sufficiently explained the notion of protocol to make it unneccessary to 
give a formal definition. Given a protocol z we now have a natural notion of a run 
a=i,X,i,X, . . . . resulting from computing according to 7~. Again we do not spell out 
the rather straightforward definition. Note that since the PTi may “flip coins,” even 
for a fixed schedule S there may be many different runs a resulting from computing 
according to 71. 
DEFINITION 3. A synchronization protocol has the mutual exclusion property if 
for every run a = i, X, i,X, . . . resulting from computation by the protocol the 
following holds. For ip = i and X, = TC, if q ap, is the next index such that i = i, 
then X, # TC for p < 1~ q. In words, between entrance and exit of any Pi from its 
critical region, the other processes can only be in their trying, exit, or remainder 
regions. 
Remark. Our conventions about the behavior of Pi ensure that in the above 
definition, X, = E or X, = ER. 
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To define the next concepts, let S be any proper schedule and let 
a = i,X,i,X, a.., a an infinite run resulting from a computation by 
the protocol and compatible with S. (1) 
DEFINITION 4. A protocol is deadlock-free if for every proper schedule S. in 
every run (1) if X, = T then there exists an m < n such that X,, = TC. A protocol is 
lockout-free if for every proper schedule S, a run (1) for which i, X, = iT has, with 
probability 1, an m < n such that i,X, = iTC. 
Note that no-deadlock is here a non-probabilistic condition. Our protocol, though 
it employs randomization, will be absolutely deadlock-free. 
The concept of bounded-waiting, for our probabilistic context, will be introduced 
following Theorem 4. 
The critical section problem has appeared in the pioneering paper (3 ) by Dijkstra, 
[ 4 1 by Knuth contains another early solution. Cremers and Hibbard 12 ] treated the 
problem in the context of shared test and set variables. The reader may consult 1 I 1 
for an extensive bibliography on the critical section problem. 
The randomization approach was first used by the present author to solve the so 
called Choice Coordination problem 161. Later, the author constructed, together with 
D. Lehmann, a randomized, completely distributed, and symmetric solution for the 
Dining Philosopher’s problem 151. 
2. THE SYNCHRONIZATION PROTOCOL 
The protocol will use a shared variable u = (s, b, r) which has three fields. The test 
and set operation deals in one indivisible step with all the three fields. The possible 
values of v are: S, b, r are all integers, 0 <s < 1, 0 < b < [log1 N] + 4, 0 < r < 99. 
Here [xl means the smallest integer n > x. Thus 1’ has 2OO([log, N] + 4) possible 
values. We shall see later, without any change in the proof, that restricting 0 < r < 1. 
0 < b < [log, N] also works so that a 4[log, Nl valued u sufftces. The present choice 
is made for pedagogical reasons, to facilitate following the line of argument. 
The ,s component is a semaphore that ensures mutual exclusion. Process Pi can 
enter Ci only when s = 1. When entering, Pi sets s := 0, and when exiting, Pi sets 
s:= 1. 
The b component is a posted number used by the Pi to conduct a lottery of which 
the winner is the one to next enter the critical region. It is usually assumed that to 
choose a winner out of N contenders, each deposits a ticket and one of these is drawn 
at random. Hence it seems that b should be N-valued. But the following procedure 
works almost as well with [log, N] + 4 values. 
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When in Ti, the process Pi randomly picks E, , Ed,..., E, = 0, 1 with equal 
probabilities, until ck = 0 for the first time or k = [log, Nl + 4. Each process Pi has a 
local variable bi, and it assigns bi := k. It then compares bi with b and if b < bi then 
Pi sets b := bi. When s = 1, the Pi whose bi equals the current b is the winner and 
enters Ci. 
There are two difficulties with this procedure. First, two or more entrants to the 
lottery may draw the maximal k, so that there is no unique winner. This problem is 
disposed of by Corollary 3.1 which shows that this possibility is rare enough so as 
not to affect the behavior of the protocol. 
DEFINITION 5. A (trying) round in the run (1) is an interval p < l< q, where 
X,, =X, = TC and X, # TC for p < I < q. Process Pi participates in this trying round 
ifforsomep<I~q,i,=iandX,#E,EC(henceX,=T,orl=qandX,=TC). 
The second difficulty is that, without further safeguards, a quick process Pi may 
draw many values of k within a trying round and thus unfairly increase its chances of 
winning the lottery or even shut-out other processes. This can be avoided by incor- 
porating into u a round-count. Each Pi compares the current value of the round-count 
with the number of the last trying round in which it participated. If these numbers 
agree then Pi knows it has already drawn for this round, and will not draw again. 
The I component of v serves as a substitute round-count. Each Pi has a local 
variable ri initialized ri := II. Whenever Pi accesses v in Ti it tests whether bi < b and 
r = ri. If yes, then it assumes it has already drawn for this round and does not draw, 
if not then Pi sets ri := r, randomly draws k < (log, N] + 4 as explained before, and 
sets bi := k, b := max(bi, b). 
When any Pj enters Cj, it sets r := random 1, 0 < I< 99, where all values are 
drawn with equal probability. By use of this randomized round-count (r.r.c.) every 
process is completely prevented from drawing twice within the same trying round of a 
computation. A process may erroneously disqualify itself from drawing in a trying 
round. But this will happen with probability l/100 and will hardly affect the chances 
for entry into the critical region. Thus the r.r.c. achieves the desired effect with just 
100 values. 
We now turn to formalization of the protocols outlined before. Each Pi has two 
integer-valued local variables, 0 < bi < [log, N] + 4 = B, 0 < ri < 99. 
The statement bi := random k means that bi is assigned a randomly chosen integer 
k, 1 < k <B, where k = i is chosen with probability l/2’ for 1 < i <B - 1, and k = B 
with probability 1 - l/2 - . . . - l/2’-‘. The way to implement such randomization 
by coin-tosses was explained before. 
The statement r := random I means that r is assigned an integer randomly chosen 
with equal probabilities among 0 < I< 99. 
At the start of the computation every Pi is in Ri and the local variables are 
initialized bi := 0, ri := ,4. The variable v is initialized v := (1, 0,O). The trying 
protocol for Pi follows. 
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PTi 
While in Ti do 
if (b < bi) or (r # ri) then 
bi := random k; b := max(b, bi); 
ri .= r 
fi; * 
if c=(l,bi,ri)then 
L’ := (0, 0, random I); 
ri:=A; 
exit Ti (into Ci) 
I?: 
od; 
Remark. In order to speed up execution of PTi, each Pi can prepare in advance a 
sequence k,, k, ,..., of randomly drawn numbers. Then bi := random k is effected by 
picking the next k,i. This approach is best implemented by having two local variables. 
bi and nxbi and assigning b := max(b, nxbi); bi := nxbi; nxbi := k,i+, . The advantage 
is that the last two assignments are for the local variables, after the test and set on 13. 
The reader can work out the details. 
The reader should note that in PTi the test and set operation on u is the part “if 
(b -C bi) or (r # ri) then ... b := max(b, bi)” in the first guarded statement, and the 
part “if 0 = . . . then u := . . .,” in the second guarded statement. 
The exit protocal is trivial. 
PEi 
While in Ei do 
s := 1; exit Ci (into Ri) 
od: 
3. CORRECTNESS OF THE PROTOCOL 
That the protocol satisfies mutual exclusion is obvious on account of the effect of 
the s-field of u. It is almost as easy to see that 
THEOREM 1. The protocol is deadlock-free. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that the infinite run (1) is deadlocked and let 
i, X, = jTC be the last time that a process Pj has entered the critical region. Then Pj 
sets b := 0. 
The trying protocols of the processes Pi,, p < q, never decrease b. Let Pi be the 
process that sets b to its maximal value after p. This occurs at a step i, T, where p < 1, 
i, = i. Because S is proper, ip TC is followed later on by i,EC, p < m, i, = j. Again 
since S is proper, i will reappear after max(l, m) in i, T, i = i,, max(l, m) < n. In this 
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computation by the protocol PTi we have s = 1, b = bi, ri = r. Thus the second 
guarded statement of PTi is executed and Pi enters Ci, contradicting deadlock. 1 
As a consequence of mutual exclusion and absence of deadlocks, every 
computation (1) is segmented into an infinite sequence of trying rounds, each ending 
in entrance into the critical region. This fact will be used, without further mention, in 
later considerations. 
Proving further properties of this protocol requires the following two lemmas. Note 
than in both lemmas the players draw random k without the stopping-at- 
B = [logzl + 4 rule. 
LEMMA 2. Let each of N players independently draw a sequence E, Ed aa., E, = 0, 1 
with equal probabilities, until Ed = 0. Then max k < [log, N] + 4 = B with probability 
-( l/e)“‘6 = 0.939. 
ProoJ: Assume N = 2’. The probability that a single player will have a run of 
ones of length at least B = t + 4 is 2-t-4 = l/(N . 24). The probability that the length 
of the run of ones, i.e., his k - 1, will be strictly shorter than B is 1 - l/(N . 24). 
Hence the probability that for none of the N players B < k, is 
(1 - l/N. 24)N = ((1 -~)16N)“‘6-e-11’6=0.939. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let each of N players independently randomly draw a sequence 
El&2 .*a, where E, = 0, 1 with equal probabilities, until Ed = 0. The probability that 
more than one player will draw a sequence of length max k is smaller than 113. 
Proof: Denote this probability of a tie by T(N). Obviously T(1) = 0. The 
probability that in the first drawing exactly M players will draw 0 is (s) 2-N. Hence 
we have the recursion 
T(N) = 2 -NT(N) + 2 -N . . . +2-N T(1) + 2-N. (2) 
So 4T(2) = T(2) + 1, and T(2) = l/3. For 2 <N, (2) implies 
T(N)(l - 2-N) < 2-N T(N--1)+-,.+2-N( T(2) 
+2-N(N+ I)+ (3) 
Now, the coefficients of T(N - l),..., T(2), l/3 in (3) add up to 1 - 2 -N. Thus 
T(N)=a,-,T(N- l)+...+a,T(2)+a, l/3; 
where 0 <a,, Zai= 1. From this and T(2) = l/3, T(N) < l/3 follows by 
induction. I 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that each of M out of the N processes sets bi := 
random k (as explaned just before PTi). The probability that for some if j we have 
bi = bj is at most 113 + 0.06. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for M = N. Let ki, 1 < i < N be the 
results of random draws by the Pi, and let m = max ki. Denote the probability that 
more than one process drew the maximum value m by E(N). Then 
E(N) = S(N) + H(N), (4) 
where S(N) is the probability that in drawing the ki, no Pi drew more than B - I = 
[log, Nj + 3 ones, and a tie occurred, and H(N) is the probability that in that 
drawing, some Pi drew B ones and a tie occurred. 
By Lemmas 2, 3 we have H(N) < 0.06 and S(N) < 7’(N) < l/3. 
THEOREM 4. For every proper schedule S, if Pi participates in a trying round 
(see Definition 5) of a run a of a computation by the protocol and compatible with S. 
together with 0 < M - 1 < N other processes, then the probability that Pi will enter 
the critical region at the end of that round, is at least c/M, c - 213. 
Proof. Using the notation (1) of Definition 5, we first show that if any Pj 
participates in the trying round ipXp .. . i,X, of a then it assigns bj := random k at 
most once for that round. Let p < l< q be the first occurrence ofj = i,. If for this test 
and set of u by Pj we have bj < b and rj = r then Pj does not randomize bj. The value 
of bj is then the result of the last assignment bj := random k that took place before 
the current round. The relations bj Q b and rj = r will not change until after i,X, = 
i,,TC. so that bj remains unchanged during this round. 
Assume, on the other hand, that at i,X, we have [b < bj or rj # r I. In this case. the 
first guard of the protocol PTj is executed resulting with rj = r and bj < b, so that Pj 
will not randomize bj again in the round. Thus the first claim of our proof is 
established. 
Consider the process Pi, mentioned in the theorem, and assume that p < 1 ,< q is the 
first I such that i = i,. Because Pip (the process that entered C at time p) has 
randomized r just before the start of the round we have with probability 0.99 that 
ri # r. Assume this to be the case, then Pi will get to assign bi := random k at time 
t = 1. Thus, with probability at least 0.99/M, process Pi has drawn the value max ki 
for this round. 
Since each Pj of the M processes that participate in this round draws at most once 
for this round, it follows from Corollary 3.1 that with probability at least 
(1 - l/3 - 0.06) m 2/3 the value max kj was drawn only once for the round. It 
follows that with probability at least (0.99 . 2)/(3M), process Pi draws the maximal 
value for bi and is alone in this. Assume that this has in fact occurred. 
We have (with probability at least c/M, c - 213) that at time t = 1 process Pi has 
executed the first guarded statement of PTi and was alone in drawing m = max ki for 
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the trying round. Thus at t = q we must have i, = i and Pi gets to execute the second 
guarded statement of PTi and to enter Ci. 
Remark. For the case of a 4[log, N]-valued variable u we change the above proof 
asfollows.Inv=(s,b,r)weallowO~s~1,O~b~B,=(log,N],O~r~l.Then 
the probability that a player will draw B, ones or B, - 1 ones followed by 0 is at 
most l/N. 
Thus the probability that two (or more) PJ*S will tie with bj=B, is at most 
(;)/N* < l/2. H ence in (4) E(N) < l/3 + l/2 = 5/6 so that the probability of 
avoiding a tie within a trying round is at least l/6. Finally, the probability that Pi 
will disqualify himself from participating in the drawing is at most l/2. Thus the 
probability that Pi enters Ci at the end of the round is at least l/( 12M). 
On the other hand, by using a (clog N + d)-valued shared variable c’ with an 
appropriate c and d, we can improve the enterance probability to l/yM where 1 < 1~ is 
as close to 1 as we wish. Namely, in the randomization of E, E, . . + by Pi, let E = 1 
have probability 1, E = 0 have probability 1 - A. By choosing A sufficiently close to 1, 
the probability of a tie (Lemma 3) can be made smaller than any given 6 > 0. Now, 
however, the expected size of max(rand k) is c, log N. To ensure a low probability of 
rand k surpassing the upper bound, we choose 0 < b < [c, log N + d,], with an 
appropriate d,, as the range of 6. The reader can supply the details. 
These results suggest the following definition of bounded-waiting for randomizing 
protocols. 
DEFINITION 6. Let 71 be a randomizing synchronization protocol. The protocol 
satisfies y-bounded waiting if for every proper schedule S, when M processes 
participate in a trying round of a computation compatible with S, then each of these 
processes has probability at least l/yM of being the one to enter its critical region at 
the end of that round. 
It is readily seen that if this property of bounded-waiting holds for a protocol, then 
for every proper schedule S the probability that a process Pi which enters its trying 
region will eventually enter the critical region is 1. 
Also, y-bounded waiting implies that if the total number of processes is N then a 
process Pi will on the avearge have to try in fewer than yN rounds before it enters its 
critical region. The probability that it will try in kyN rounds before entering, is at 
most (1 - l/yN)kyN - emk (this happens only if in each round all processes try). Thus 
long waits are unlikely. 
The usual notion of y-bounded waiting (see [I]) is that if Pi is in trying region then 
no other process will enter its critical region more than y times before Pi enters the 
critical region. We feel that measuring waiting time in terms of the trying rounds is 
preferable. If Pi happens to be a very slow process with long intervals between active 
accesses to U, then with classical y-waiting every other process has to slow down after 
y entries into the critical region and wait until Pi enters critical region. Thus rate of 
utilization of critical region is determined by the slowest Pi. With randomized y- 
bounded waiting, process Pi affects only the trying rounds in which it participates, 
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and within these Pi gets its “fair share” of entries into critical region. A relatively 
slow process will participate in fewer rounds. 
An important feature of Theorem 4 is that the entrance probability is l/yM where 
M is the number of processes which actually participate in a trying-round. Thus if. 
say I’- 1, and there are N = 1000 processes but the schedule is such that in a trying 
round there usually participate only up’ to 50 processes, then the probability for each 
Pi to enter within a trying round is not less than l/50 (rather than l/1000). 
M. Ben-Or has modified the randomization of bi in the protocol so that for a 
weaker notion of bounded-waiting, a fixed alphabet suffices for any N. His idea is 
presented here with his kind permission. 
Let c = (s, b, r), 0 <s, b, r < 1. If there are N processes altogether, then Pi picks 0 
with probability 1 - l/N and 1 with probability l/N. Thus the probability that within 
a trying-round Pi was alone in picking bi := random k = 1 is at least (1 - l/N),\‘/.&’ - 
l/eN. So the argument of Theorem 4 shows that if Pi participates in a trying round 
then it will enter the critical region with probability at least 1/(2eN). 
However, with this randomization an appropriate proper schedule can hold down 
Pi’s probability of entrance to 1/2N even if in each trying round just two of the 
processes participate. This is, of course, undesirable. 
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